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• ★  “The COVID Caper Gradually Unravels”
“Think back to those grim days of mid-March 2020. Many things didn't make sense. There were 
screams about a new virus but no tests available for anyone to find out if we had the dreaded disease or  
not. The main question in everyone’s mind was, “How can I find out if I have this strange new bug?” 
Hold on just a moment there. If there were no tests, how do we know that there was a reason to panic? 
If there were only a handful of positive tests, how do we know for sure that the virus wasn’t here and 
spreading months earlier? Maybe what they were calling COVID-19 was here for a year or more.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/the-covid-caper-gradually-unravels-5530260 

• “Pre-COVID Documents Show That Fauci Lab Experimented On Wuhan Virus as Fauci Pushed for 
mRNA Vaccine”
“You may have heard news reports that an Anthony Fauci-run lab in Montana was experimenting on 
coronaviruses from the Wuhan Institute of Virology—and that they were doing this more than a year 
before COVID-19 emerged. To make matters worse, the Fauci lab in Montana used bats for its reckless  
experiments that it obtained from a derelict roadside zoo in Maryland…But that’s not even the worst 
thing. The worst part of this entire story is that a guy called Ralph Baric from the University of North 
Carolina was front and center of the zoo-bat experiments. He just happens to be the same guy who 
taught the Wuhan lab to manipulate coronaviruses. Oh, and he’s also the guy who, right before COVID 
hit, signed an agreement with Moderna to develop an mRNA coronavirus vaccine.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/pre-covid-documents-show-that-fauci-lab-experimented-on-
wuhan-virus-as-fauci-pushed-for-mrna-vaccine-truth-over-news-5525788 

• “These Experts Advocated for Lockdowns; Now They Say They Were Wrong”
“As the dust settles from the COVID-19 pandemic and the fallout over lockdown policies becomes 
more pronounced, some lockdown proponents, like New York University Professor Scott Galloway, 
have admitted they were wrong for supporting lockdowns.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/these-experts-advocated-for-lockdowns-now-they-say-they-were-
wrong-5533955 
REPORT: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7952324 

• “Higher Incidence of COVID-19 Found Among Consistent Mask-Wearers: Study”
“Some mask wearers were found to have up to 40 percent higher incidence of infection, contradicting 
earlier studies and opposing the narrative of mask mandates.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/study-finds-higher-incidence-of-covid-19-among-consistent-mask-
wearers-5536488 
REPORT:  https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/
0525AD535D10FDCDF0C52603B50E7A1E/S0950268823001826a.pdf/association-between-face-
mask-use-and-risk-of-sars-cov-2-infection-cross-sectional-study.pdf 
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• “Texas Attorney General sues Pfizer, alleges pharma giant lied about COVID vaccine efficacy”
“In a press release obtained by Fox News Digital, Paxton’s office accused Pfizer of "unlawfully 
misrepresenting the effectiveness of the company’s COVID-19 vaccine and attempting to censor public  
discussion of the product." Paxton said Pfizer’s claim that its vaccine possessed 95% efficacy against 
infection was "highly misleading". The Republican AG accused Pfizer of using misleading statistics 
from initial trial results to "unduly influence" consumer choice by giving the impression that the 
vaccine was durable.”
* www.skynews.com.au/business/texas-attorney-general-ken-paxton-sues-pfizer-alleges-pharma-giant-
lied-about-covid-vaccine-efficacy/news-story/83f2df8bd8420632173e8f9cb0cff421 

• “Self-Amplifying RNA Shots Are Coming: The Untold Danger”
“The next generation of RNA-based injections will contain self-amplifying RNA (saRNA). If the term 
“self-amplifying RNA” sounds frightening, it should. It likely brings to mind images of scientific 
experiments run amok. As discussed in a previous article, “mRNA vaccines” are not made with 
messenger RNA but with modified RNA (modRNA). These so-called vaccines are actually gene 
therapy products (GTPs), as modRNA hijacks our cells’ software. We have no possibility at all to gain 
influence on modRNA (or saRNA) after it has been injected. ”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/self-amplifying-rna-shots-are-coming-the-untold-danger-5529130 
REPORT:  www.mdpi.com/2076-393X/9/2/97 

• “Clots & Cancers Post-Vaccination Related to DNA Contamination?”
“ In this episode, Dr. Ryan Cole breaks down what we know about DNA contamination in the COVID-
19 genetic vaccines, why it’s significant, and how it may be related to the rise in cancers and 
autoimmune diseases. “My concern isn't just these COVID shots. My concern is this entire technology. 
A lipid nanoparticle in and of itself is an unproven product … They're trying to create them for RSV, 
and for flu, and for many other pathogens. It still takes those little gene sequences any and everywhere 
in the body,” says Dr. Ryan Cole.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/dr-ryan-cole-how-dna-contamination-may-explain-post-
vaccination-rise-in-cancers-autoimmune-diseases-and-clots-5535467 

• “Natural Immunity Better Than Protection From COVID-19 Vaccination: Study”
“People with protection against COVID-19 following recovery from the illness were better protected 
than those who received a COVID-19 vaccine, according to a new study. People who received a 
vaccine were nearly five times as likely as the naturally immune to test positive for COVID-19 during 
the Delta era and 1.1 times as likely to test positive for COVID-19 during the Omicron era, researchers 
in Estonia found. The vaccinated were also seven times as likely to be admitted to a hospital for 
COVID-19 amid the spread of the Delta variant and two times as likely to be admitted to a hospital 
during the Omicron period, when compared with the naturally immune, the researchers found.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/natural-immunity-better-than-protection-from-covid-19-vaccination-
study-5534822 
REPORT #1: www.nature.com/articles/s41598-023-47043-6 
REPORT #2: academic.oup.com/jid/article/227/12/1348/7045997 

• “CDC Keeping a Second, Hidden vaccine side effect database”
“The U.S. government's Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) is in the public crosshairs. 
The reason for this is two-fold. On one hand, you had a high-profile recent interview with RFK Jr., 
wherein he really laid into the flaws of the VAERS system. Secondly, you had the British Medical Journal 
(one of the most prestigious journals in the world) publish a report about how the VAERS system is 
"overwhelmed" to the point of being broken. And in that report, they revealed the fact that the CDC has 
actually been running two parallel VAERS systems: a public one with limited data, and a real one that 
only the government has access to.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/cdc-keeping-a-second-hidden-vaccine-side-effect-database-facts-
matter-5533146 
REPORT: digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf 
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• “New FOIA Document Reveals CDC Did Not Have Data Prior to Vaccine Recommendation for the 
Naturally Immune”
“Today we can exclusively report on a stunning new Freedom of Information Act disclosure from the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in response to an inquiry about the so-called COVID vaccines, and 
in particular regarding the efficacy and usefulness of the so-called vaccines for people who had already  
had COVID. There exists thousands of years of knowledge about the effects of natural immunity—
meaning the human body’s natural ability to make antibodies for diseases which it has recovered from. 
Despite this mechanism being recognized since at least 430 B.C., the CDC insisted during the COVID 
pandemic that everyone had to take these so-called vaccines—including the naturally immune. What 
basis did the CDC have for making this claim? Incredibly, as they now admit in the new Freedom of 
Information Act disclosure, they had no basis other than the say-so of a bunch of authors who were 
sponsored by companies that manufacture the said vaccines. It is a scandal of epic proportions. Yet 
once again the media is silent.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/new-foia-document-reveals-cdc-did-not-have-data-prior-to-
vaccine-recommendation-for-the-naturally-immune-truth-over-news-5530242 

• “Viruses Reactivated After COVID-19 and Its Vaccine May Be Linked to Lymphopenia: Study”
“After a COVID-19 infection or inoculation with its vaccine, some people develop reactivated and 
recurrent infections, including herpes, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), urinary tract infections (UTIs), and 
even COVID-19. Some emerging studies are linking this phenomenon to lymphopenia, or low numbers  
of lymphocytes.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/viruses-reactivated-after-covid-19-and-its-vaccine-may-be-linked-to-
lymphopenia-study-5523317 
REPORT: www.futuremedicine.com/doi/10.2217/fvl-2022-0218 
REPORT: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10292739/ 

• “Hydroxychloroquine Associated With Lower COVID-19 Mortality: Study”
“COVID patients who were treated with hydroxychloroquine were less likely to die than those who 
weren't, according to a new study.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/hydroxychloroquine-associated-with-lower-covid-19-mortality-
study-5521868 
REPORT: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2052297523001075 
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